Behavioral states often preferentially enhance specific classes of behavior and suppress incompatible behaviors. In the nervous system, this may involve upregulation of the efficacy of neural modules that mediate responses to one stimulus and suppression of modules that generate antagonistic or incompatible responses to another stimulus. In Aplysia, prestimulation of egestive inputs [esophageal nerve (EN)] facilitates subsequent EN-elicited egestive responses and weakens ingestive responses to ingestive inputs [Cerebral-Buccal Interneuron (CBI-2)]. However, a single state can also promote incompatible behaviors in response to different stimuli. This is the case in Aplysia, where prestimulation of CBI-2 inputs not only enhances subsequent CBI-2-elicited ingestive responses, but also strengthens EN-elicited egestive responses. We used the modularly organized feeding network of Aplysia to characterize the organizational principles that allow a single network state to promote two opposing behaviors, ingestion and egestion, without the two interfering with each other. We found that the CBI-2 prestimulation-induced state upregulates the excitability of neuron B65 which, as a member of the egestive module, increases the strength of egestive responses. Furthermore, we found that this upregulation is likely mediated by the actions of the neuropeptides FCAP (Feeding Circuit Activating Peptide) and CP2 (Cerebral Peptide 2). This increased excitability is mediated by a form of modulation that we refer to as "latent modulation" because it is established during stimulation of CBI-2, which does not activate B65. However, when B65 is recruited into EN-elicited egestive responses, the effects of the latent modulation are expressed as a higher B65 firing rate and a resultant strengthening of the egestive response.
Introduction
The concepts of network states and of modular organization of networks are often used to explain how nervous systems generate different behaviors. Modules are defined as groups of neurons responsible for the implementation of individual components of a behavior (Briggman and Kristan, 2008) . Emphasis is therefore placed on the consistency with which an individual stimulus activates a specific combination of modules and thereby elicits the same type of behavior, although not necessarily with equal strength. In contrast, the very existence of distinct network states is inferred by the generation of different behaviors to a constant stimulus at different times. How then can multiple behaviors be controlled by states in a modularly organized nervous system without specific behaviors interfering with each other? Network states are often defined by the behavior that they promote (e.g., hunger promotes eating). Within this framework there is no conflict between the concepts of modules and states as, without changing the composition of modules, states can simply enhance their level of activity or efficacy. Additionally, behavioral states often suppress responses antagonistic to the responses being enhanced (MacFadyen et al., 1973; Rogers and Monsell, 1995; Meiran et al., 2000; Keene et al., 2010; Kiesel et al., 2010) , and consistent with this, states often enhance the efficacy of specific behavior promoting modules while suppressing modules promoting antagonistic responses (Proekt et al., 2004 (Proekt et al., , 2007 Wu et al., 2010) . However, it is difficult to reconcile the two concepts when network states promote incompatible behaviors as observed in vertebrates and invertebrates (Rechtschaffen et al., 2002; Jing et al., 2008; McDonald and Keene, 2010) . How, then, can a single network state promote the efficacy of two incompatible modules without disrupting the responses in whose generation they are involved? We used the feeding central pattern generator (CPG) of Aplysia, to show how this can be achieved.
In the feeding CPG of Aplysia repeated stimulation of specific inputs establishes a history-dependent network state manifested as an enhancement of subsequent responses to the previously stimulated input. When motor programs are triggered by the command neuron CBI-2, subsequent responses to CBI-2 stimulation become increasingly ingestive (Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman and Weiss, 2010; Dacks et al., 2012) . However, subsequent responses to esophageal nerve (EN) stimulation, which signals inedible food stimuli, become increasingly egestive (Proekt et al., 2008) . Ingestion and egestion involve opposite phasing of motor activity; thus, CBI-2 priming establishes a network state that simultaneously promotes antagonistic responses. Our data indicate that CBI-2 increases the excitability of a member neuron (B65) of the egestion-promoting module via peptidergic mecha-nisms and the resultant increase in B65 activity enhances subsequent egestive EN responses. B65 is active during EN responses, but not CBI-2 responses, and thus the alteration of B65s intrinsic properties is not manifested during the establishment of the CBI-2 primed network state and therefore does not disrupt the production of ingestive CBI-2 responses. We refer to this phenomenon as "latent modulation," which we believe may have important ramifications for understanding the behavioral consequences of network states.
Materials and Methods
Electrophysiological experiments and analyses. Adult sea slugs (Aplysia californica) were obtained from Marinus and maintained at 14Ϫ15°C. Animals were anesthetized with isotonic MgCl 2 and all experiments were performed at 14Ϫ15°C. Either artificial sea water (in mM: 460 NaCl, 10 KCl, 55 MgCl 2 , 11 CaCl 2 , and 10 HEPES buffer, pH7.6) or a 2 Mg 2ϩ /1.25 Ca 2ϩ high divalent solution (HiDi; in mM: 368 NaCl, 10 KCl, 101 MgCl 2 , 13.8 CaCl 2 , and 10 HEPES, pH 7.6; Friedman and Weiss, 2010) was superfused onto the preparation at 0.3 ml/min. Feeding Circuit Activating Peptide (FCAP; provided by Dr. J. Sweedler, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL; and Cerebral Peptide 2 (CP2; SynPep; Phares et al., 1996; ) were applied at 1 M concentrations in HiDi and were prepared daily from frozen aliquots. Intracellular recordings were performed with borosilicate electrodes filled with 0.6 M K 2 SO 4 and 60 mM KCl electrolyte solution. Electrodes were pulled with a Sutter Instrument Co. Flaming/Brown micropipette puller and beveled with a stream of aluminum oxide in water to a final resistance of 7-9 M⍀ for motor neurons and 10 -12 M⍀ for interneurons. Electrodes were held in Molecular Devices HS-2A headstages connected to AxoClamp 2B (Molecular Devices) amplifiers. In experiments in which 5 intracellular electrodes were needed, a Getting Instruments Model 5A microelectrode amplifier was used. Extracellular nerve recordings were performed by aspirating buccal nerve 2, I2 nerve, and the radular nerve into polyethylene tubing. Intracellular and extracellular signals were amplified by a CyberAmp 380 (Molecular Devices) and sent to a 1320A Digidata (Molecular Devices) for data acquisition. AxoScope v 10 (Molecular Devices) was used to visualize and record experiments. Data were analyzed in Spike 2 (Cambridge Electronic Design) and organized in Excel (Microsoft Corp.) for statistical analysis in GraphPad Prism v5.01. Error bars indicate SEM and p Ͻ 0.05 was selected for significance tests. When ANOVA tests indicated significant effects, individual comparisons were calculated with a Bonferroni correction. Mean firing rate was calculated as the number of spikes within the duration of either protraction or retraction. Instantaneous firing rate was calculated as the number of spikes per second for each 500 ms bin from 10 s before to 10 s after the switch to retraction. Peak instantaneous firing rate was calculated as the maximal firing rate reached averaged across preparations. To avoid pseudo-replication in bilateral B65 experiments, mean protraction firing rate was averaged across both B65s for each animal.
Characterization of motor programs. The ingestive versus egestive nature of feeding responses depends on the coordination of movements of two sets of muscles groups: (1) those muscles that open and close the radula and (2) those that protract and retract the radula. Because feeding response always begins with protraction followed by retraction, the functional nature of feeding responses depends on the activation of the opener/closer motor neurons in relation to protraction and retraction. If the radula is open during protraction and then closed during retraction, the radula extends out, clamps down on a food item and draws it into the mouth (Kupfermann, 1974; Morton and Chiel, 1993a,b) . This behavior is referred to as an "ingestive" response (Fig. 1A) . If the radula is closed during protraction and then opens during retraction, the radula extends out, releases the food item and draws back into the mouth. This is referred to as an "egestive" response (Fig. 1B) .
At the level of the nervous system, we use the firing of the radula closure neuron B8 in relation to the phasing of protraction and retraction (Morton and Chiel, 1993a,b; Weiss, 2001, 2002; Jing et al., 2004; Proekt et al., 2004 Proekt et al., , 2007 Friedman and Weiss, 2010) to determine the nature of motor programs. Protraction duration was defined as the period of activity of protraction motor neurons recorded extracellularly from the I2 nerve (Hurwitz et al., 1996; Nargeot et al., 1999a,b; Morgan et al., 2000; Weiss, 2001, 2002) , while retraction duration was defined as the period of high-frequency activity of large motor units recorded extracellularly from buccal nerve 2 following protraction (Morton and Chiel, 1993a,b; Nargeot et al., 1999b) . If B8 activity is high during protraction and low during retraction, motor programs are considered egestive (Fig. 1C1) in that the radula closes on a food item as the radula extends out of the mouth, thus pulling the food item with it (Fig.  1A) . If B8 activity is low across protraction and retraction, motor programs are intermediate (Fig. 1C2) . If B8 activity is low in protraction and high in retraction, motor programs are ingestive (Fig. 1C3) in that the radula closes on the food item as the radula retracts, thus drawing the food item into the mouth (Fig. 1B) .
We also use the phasing of B8 activity to monitor the effects of repeated stimulation of different inputs to the CPG. Stimulation of different inputs to the CPG elicits distinct motor programs and repeated activation of these inputs modifies subsequent motor programs. Figure 1D depicts the two-dimensional space of B8 activity in protraction and retraction phases that we use to characterize the programs as ingestive versus egestive. This figure also depicts the effects of recent history of input activation on the CPG output as plotted in this two-dimensional space. When preparations are in the "default" baseline state, stimulating the command neuron CBI-2 or the EN programs elicits intermediate motor programs. Repeatedly triggering EN programs ("egestive priming") promotes the implementation of egestive responses to subsequent EN or CBI-2 stimulation (Proekt et al., 2004 (Proekt et al., , 2007 Wu et al., 2010) . However, repeatedly triggering CBI-2 programs ("CBI-2 priming") promotes the implementation of ingestive responses to subsequent CBI-2 stimulation (Proekt et al., 2004; Friedman and Weiss, 2010) and egestive responses to subsequent EN stimulation (Proekt et al., 2008) .
Selection and identification of neurons. The choice of neurons whose functions we seek to characterize is based on our understanding of the neural connections and patterns of activity of the CPG elements that contribute to the ingestiveness or egestiveness of motor program that are elicited by stimulation of EN and/or CBI-2 inputs to the CPG. This understanding is illustrated in a simplified manner in Figure 1 , E and F, which shows the patterns of activity and synaptic connections of partially overlapping sets of interneurons that are activated by CBI-2 and EN (respectively) and provide inputs to radula closure motoneuron B8. The output of B8 in response to CBI-2 and EN stimulation is not shown as this B8 activity depends on the network state (see Fig. 1D ). CBI-2 drives several interneurons that provide a balance of excitation and inhibition to B8 during both protraction and retraction (Fig. 1E ). CBI-2 activates the protraction interneuron B40 which inhibits B8 during protraction and excites B8 during retraction, and thus is a member of the ingestionpromoting module Jing et al., 2004) . CBI-2 also weakly activates the protraction interneuron B20 (Teyke et al., 1993) which provides excitatory drive to B8 during protraction and drives B4/5, which inhibits B8 during retraction (Gardner and Kandel, 1977; Kabotyanski et al., 1998; Jing and Weiss, 2001 ). Finally, CBI-2 directly inhibits B65 Proekt et al., 2007) . Stimulating the EN provides excitatory input to B4/5, B65, and B20 (Fig. 1F ). B20 and B65 provide excitatory drive to B8 during protraction and depolarize B4/5, and are members of the egestion-promoting module. Furthermore, B65 provides direct excitatory synaptic input to B20 ). Thus, competing modules are activated by different stimuli that promote the two incompatible behaviors .
All neurons were identified based on previously published physiological criteria. B8 is a large motor neuron located on the ventrolateral surface of the buccal ganglion and its spiking activity is monitored by extracellular recording from the radula nerve (Morton and Chiel, 1993b) . B4/5 are large cells sitting on the ventromedial rostral surface of the buccal ganglion and produce one-for-one IPSPs in B8 (Gardner, 1977) . B65 is located on the caudal surface of the buccal ganglion at the intersection of the axonal bundles from the esophageal nerve and buccal nerve 1 and elicits large depressing EPSPs in B4/5 (Kabotyanski et al., 1998). The command neuron CBI-2 is located in the M-cluster of the cerebral ganglion (Rosen et al., 1991; Hurwitz et al., 1999) and spiking CBI-2 at 10 Hz initiates protraction within a couple of seconds, and protraction lasts on average 20 s .
Experimental protocols. CBI-2 motor programs were triggered by stimulating CBI-2 for the duration of protraction at 10 Hz with 15 ms DC pulses eliciting one-for-one action potentials (Friedman and Weiss, 2010) . Single EN programs were triggered by shocking the posterior branch of the EN with ϳ4-5 V for 3 ms at 2 Hz for the duration of protraction. CBI-2 priming was induced by triggering 10 CBI-2 programs with 30 s between the termination of retraction and the initiation of the following protraction. To test the effects of CBI-2 on B4/5, B8, and B65 excitability in HiDi, B4/5, B8, or B65 was injected with suprathreshold DC constant current pulses 5 times with a 1 min interstimulus interval. CBI-2 was then spiked at 10 Hz, for 20 s with 30 s between each of 10 stimulus trains. The same amount of DC was then injected into B4/5, B8, or B65 every minute for 10 min to gauge any changes in excitability. For experiments in which B65 was bilaterally depolarized, we triggered multiple EN programs while depolarizing B65 to fire at a few different rates, as we could not know ahead of time the firing rate that B65 would achieve post-CBI-2 priming. For experiments in which B65 was bilaterally hyperpolarized, the hyperpolarizing current was gradually removed to avoid any rebound-evoked activity in B65. For the purpose of data analysis, we selected post hoc those EN motor programs in which B65s firing rate when depolarized was within 10% of the firing rate achieved by B65 post-CBI-2 priming. For all bilateral impalement experiments, all Pre-CBI-2 values were calculated by averaging across the four programs triggered before CBI-2 priming as they did not differ statistically for any of the cells we examined (see Results) .
For experiments on the effects of the CBI-2-induced increase in B8 excitability on the B65 Figure 1 . Classification of feeding responses and schematic representation of the buccal network. A, Illustration of the radula movements that occur during egestion. The radula is protracted while closed on the seaweed. Once fully extended the radula opens and retracts. B, Illustration of the radula movements that occur during ingestion. The radula is protracted open toward the seaweed. The radula closes on the seaweed and remains closed as the radula is retracted into the mouth. C, Example traces of the activity of the radula closure motor neuron B8 across protraction (white bar) and retraction (black bar) in egestive (C1, top trace), intermediate (C2, middle trace) and ingestive (C3, bottom trace) biting motor programs (BMPs). D, Plot of the mean protraction and retraction firing rates of B8 during motor programs triggered by a specific stimulus (Red; EN or CBI-2) after a specific recent history (Blue; Default, Post-EN or Post-CBI-2). B8 activity is intermediate in nature during EN or CBI-2 programs triggered in the default state. B8 activity is ingestive during CBI-2 programs following other CBI-2 programs. B8 activity is egestive during CBI-2 programs following EN programs and during EN programs following CBI-2 and EN programs. E and F are schematic diagrams of the 4 neurons activated by the command-like interneuron CBI-2 and EN (respectively) over the course of protraction (white) and retraction (black) and their inputs to each other and the motor neuron B8. Interneurons are grouped into either the ingestion or egestion promoting modules. E, CBI-2 activates the protraction interneuron B40 which suppresses B8 activity during protraction and promotes B8 activity during retraction. CBI-2 also weakly activates the protraction interneuron B20 (represented by the smaller excitatory drive from B20 to B8). CBI-2 furthermore inhibits the egestion promoting protraction interneuron B65, which is in gray to indicate that it is not active in CBI-2 programs. The inhibitory neurons B4/5 are activated at the switch to retraction and provide inhibitory input to B8 during retraction. F, Egestive motor programs are triggered by stimulating the EN. EN stimulation provides excitatory input to B65, B20 and B4/5. Because B65 and B20 provide excitatory drive to B8 during protraction and B4/5 provides inhibitory drive during retraction, B8 activity is higher in protraction phase relative to retraction phase. B40 is in gray as it is not active in EN motor programs.
to B8 EPSP we spiked B65 at 5 Hz for 10 s with a 90 s intertrain interval to establish a baseline number of spikes elicited from B8 in HiDi. We then induced CBI-2 priming (see above) and then repeated the B65 spike trains for 30 min. To determine whether the amount of inward current evoked in B8 by B65 is affected by CBI-2, we used single-electrode voltage clamp to alternately clamp B8 at either Ϫ55 mV or Ϫ70 mV, and repeated the B65 stimulation (as described above) before and after CBI-2 priming.
In neuropeptide occlusion experiments we first elicited a baseline number of spikes from B65 (Pre-CBI-2), induced the increase in B65 excitability with a single train of CBI-2 stimulation (Post-CBI-2) and allowed the preparation to recover (Recovery). We then bath applied 1 M FCAP and CP2, adjusted the amount of current injected into B65 to elicit the same number of spikes as before the peptide application and stimulated CBI-2 to determine whether CBI-2 could still increase B65 excitability. Finally, we washed out the peptides for 45 min and then induced the increase in B65 excitability by CBI-2 to demonstrate that the excitability of B65 could be repeatedly enhanced.
Results

The priming of ingestive behavior enhances the egestive characteristics of motor responses
To monitor the effects of CBI-2 priming on network output during EN and CBI-2 motor programs, we recorded the activity of radula closure neuron B8 and the inhibitory neurons B4/5 which provide inhibitory input to B8 during retraction. The EN was stimulated to trigger four motor programs with sufficient time between programs (3 min) to avoid egestive priming, thus providing a probe for the baseline state of the network. CBI-2 was then repeatedly stimulated, and this was followed by four EN programs triggered with a 3 min interprogram interval ( Fig. 2A) . Initial EN programs were intermediate as the firing rate of B8 was low during protraction and retraction and B4/5 was moderately active during retraction. CBI-2 priming was then induced (see Materials and Methods) and final CBI-2 programs were highly ingestive with B8 retraction firing rate increased and B4/5 retraction firing rate decreased (Fig. 2B) . Conversely, EN programs following CBI-2 priming were strongly egestive, with the protraction-phase firing rate of B8 and the retraction-phase firing rate of B4/5 dramatically increased (Fig. 2B ). Both the peak ( Fig. 2C ; t ϭ 6.725; df ϭ 26; p Ͻ 0.0001; n ϭ 27) and the mean ( Fig.  2D ; F (7,175) ϭ 24.89; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 27) protraction firing rates of B8 were signifi- B8 activity is low across both protraction and retraction phases and B4/5 activity is low during retraction phase. After CBI-2 priming, B8 activity increases during retraction and B4/5 retraction firing rate decreases. In EN programs triggered after CBI-2 priming, B8 protraction activity increases as does B4/5 retraction activity. C, B8 Instantaneous firing rate (ϮSEM) over protraction and retraction phase before (warm colors) and after (cool colors) CBI-2 priming. Time 0 indicates the switch from protraction to retraction. D, B8 average protraction firing rate in EN programs triggered 10, 7, 4 and 1 min before CBI-2 priming and 1, 4, 7 and 10 min after CBI-2 priming (n ϭ 27). E, B4/5 instantaneous firing rate (ϮSEM) over protraction and retraction phase before (warm colors) and after (cool colors) CBI-2 priming. Time 0 indicates the switch from protraction to retraction. F, B4/5 retraction firing rate in EN motor programs triggered 10, 7, 4 and 1 min before CBI-2 priming and 1, 4, 7, and 10 min after CBI-2 priming (n ϭ 30). ***p Ͻ 0.001, n.s., not significant. cantly higher in EN programs following CBI-2 priming. Furthermore, both the peak ( Fig. 2E ; values Ϯ SEM: 14.14 Ϯ 1.2 Hz to 30.14 Ϯ 1.6 Hz; t ϭ 9.097; df ϭ 29; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 30) and mean (Fig. 2F; F (7, 203) ϭ 42.84; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 30) B4/5 retraction firing rates in EN programs were also significantly higher following CBI-2 priming. Thus, the network state induced by CBI-2 priming enhances two incompatible responses that involve overlapping sets of neurons: ingestive responses triggered by CBI-2 and egestive responses triggered by the EN.
The effect of CBI-2 priming on B4/5 participation in EN programs was not due to an increase in B4/5 excitability, as B4/5 excitability (measured as number of spikes elicited by suprathreshold DC constant current pulses; see Materials and Methods) decreased significantly after CBI-2 priming ( Fig. 3A ; one-way ANOVA; F (3,36) ϭ 66.32; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 13). This decrease did not appear to be caused directly by CBI-2 as spiking CBI-2 in HiDi saline for the same duration as during the CBI-2-induced priming experiments described above did not affect B4/5 excitability ( Fig. 3B ; t ϭ 1.716; df ϭ 5; p ϭ 0.1468; n ϭ 6). However, as reported previously (Dacks et al., 2012) , CBI-2 stimulation in HiDi did increase B8 excitability (t ϭ 12.31; df ϭ 5; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 6), indicating that in these preparations CBI-2 was capable of modulating neuronal excitability. The decrease in B4/5 excitability was likely due to their activity during motor programs as we found that B4/5 excitability decreased after repeated EN programs ( Fig. 3C ; one-way ANOVA; F (3,45) ϭ 38.4; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 16) and after spiking elicited by repeated 10 s DC injections to B4/5 ( Fig. 3D ; one-way ANOVA; F (4,36) ϭ 39.61; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 8). Thus, the increase in B4/5 activity in EN programs after CBI-2 priming (Fig. 2E,F ) was likely not due to changes in the intrinsic properties of B4/5, but rather to changes in the synaptic input that B4/5 received during EN programs.
CBI-2 priming increases the activity of B65, an egestion-promoting neuron
Two observations suggested that interneuron B65 could enhance the egestive characteristics of EN-elicited motor programs following CBI-2 priming. First, B65 enhances the retraction firing rate of B4/5 by inducing a preparatory depolarization during protraction phase (Kabotyanski et al., 1998) and B65 provides excitatory drive to B8 during protraction both directly (Due et al., 2004; Díaz-Ríos and Miller, 2005) and via B20 . Second, B65 is preferentially active in EN programs (Proekt et al., 2007) as it is directly inhibited by CBI-2 . Thus, if CBI-2 prestimulation were to up-modulate B65, this effect would only be evident when B65 is activated in EN-elicited motor programs. Consistent with this possibility, we found that B65 activity in EN-elicited programs was significantly increased after CBI-2 priming (Fig. 4 A, B ; one-way ANOVA; F (7,84) ϭ 32.98; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 13).
To determine the extent to which the increase in B65 activity contributes to the changes in EN-elicited programs following CBI-2 priming, we performed two sets of experiments in which we used DC injections to manually manipulate the spiking activity of both B65s under visual inspection to either mimic B65s pre-priming activity in the primed state or to mimic B65 postpriming activity before CBI-2 priming (see Materials and Methods). In the first set of experiments we induced CBI-2 priming, Figure 3 . B4/5 excitability decreases briefly after repeated motor programs, but is not directly modulated by CBI-2. A, B4/5 excitability (measured as number of spikes elicited by suprathreshold DC constant current pulses; see Materials and Methods) drops immediately after CBI-2 priming and returns to baseline levels within 5 min (n ϭ 13). B, B4/5 excitability is not affected by CBI-2 stimulation in HiDi, while B8 excitability is increased (n ϭ 6). C, B4/5 excitability drops immediate after repeated EN programs and recovers within 3 min (n ϭ 16). D, B4/5 excitability drops immediate after receiving repeated 10 s DC injections and recovers within 6 min (n ϭ 8). ***p Ͻ 0.001, n.s., not significant. . B65 activity in EN programs increases after CBI-2 priming. A, Representative trace of B8, B4/5 and B65 activity during EN programs before (Pre-CBI-2) and after (Post-CBI-2) CBI-2 priming. B, B65 protraction firing rate in EN motor programs triggered 10, 7, 4 and 1 min before CBI-2 priming and 1, 4, 7 and 10 min after CBI-2 priming. B65 protraction firing rate increases significantly after CBI-2 priming (n ϭ 13). ***p Ͻ 0.001, n.s., not significant.
and then injected hyperpolarizing current into both B65s to adjust their firing rate under visual control to near pre-CBI-2 priming levels. The purpose of this set of experiments was to determine whether B4/5 and B8 activity in EN programs would also return to pre-CBI-2 levels (Fig. 5A) . Figure 5B depicts representative recordings from B8, B4/5, and both B65s during this experiment. The protraction firing rate of B8 and B65 and the retraction firing rate of B4/5 increased in EN programs following CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2 vs Post-CBI-2 in Fig. 5B ). Bilateral hyperpolarization of B65 (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP) decreased B65 protraction firing rate back to prepriming levels ( Fig. 5C ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,14) ϭ 19.71; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 8). Furthermore B4/5 retraction firing rate in ENelicited motor programs in which both B65s were hyperpolarized also decreased back to pre-priming levels ( Fig. 5D ; oneway ANOVA; F (2,14) ϭ 25.33; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 8). However, while bilateral hyperpolarization of B65 significantly decreased B8 firing rate ( Fig. 5E ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,12) ϭ 9.02; p Ͻ 0.05; n ϭ 7), B8 firing rate was still significantly higher than prepriming levels. This suggests that while B65 contributes to the elevation of B8 firing rate in EN programs that were elicited following CBI-2 priming, there is likely an additional contributing mechanism.
In the second set of experiments an EN program was triggered before CBI-2 priming in which depolarizing current was injected into both B65s (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP) to adjust their firing rate under visual control to achieve approximately the protraction firing rate observed after priming in other preparations ( Fig. 4B ; see Materials and Methods). This simulated the increase in B65 activity without inducing any other changes associated with CBI-2 priming and allowed us to determine whether the increased B65 activity was sufficient to induce the increase in B8 and B4/5 activity (Fig. 6A) . Figure 6B depicts representative recordings from B8, B4/5, and both B65s in this experiment. A one-way ANOVA confirmed that the mean B65 firing rate achieved when both B65s were depolarized was significantly higher than before CBI-2 priming but not significantly different from the B65 firing rate achieved in EN programs post-CBI-2 priming ( Fig. 6C ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,10) ϭ 10.64; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 6). Depolarizing both B65s also increased B4/5 firing rate ( Fig. 6D ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,10) ϭ 13.75; p Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 6) to a level similar to that achieved by B4/5 after CBI-2 priming. These data, in combination with the bilateral hyperpolarization experiments, suggest that the increase in B65 activity accounts for the increase in B4/5 activity in EN programs after CBI-2 priming. However, the protraction firing rate of B8 was significantly higher after CBI-2 priming compared with either before CBI-2 priming or EN programs in which both B65s were depolarized ( Fig. 6E ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,10) ϭ 18.41; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 6). Again, this suggested that while the increase in B65 activity contributes to the increase of B8 protraction firing rate after CBI-2 priming, there must be an additional mechanism. . The increase in B65 activity in EN programs is necessary for the positive biasing of B4/5 activity and contributes to the increase in B8. A, Experimental protocol for determining the contribution of B65 to the positive biasing of B4/5 and B8 in EN programs. Four EN programs are triggered with a 3 min interprogram interval (Pre-CBI-2). Ten CBI-2 programs are elicited with 30 s between the beginning of retraction and the beginning of protraction. A single EN program is triggered (Post-CBI-2) followed by another EN program 3 min later in which both B65s are injected with sufficient hyperpolarizing current to return their protraction firing rate to pre-CBI-2 priming levels (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP). The hyperpolarizing current is removed and three more EN programs are then triggered with a 3 min interprogram interval. B, Representative trace of B8, B4/5 and both B65s activity during EN programs before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2), after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2) and after CBI-2 priming with bilateral hyperpolarization of B65 (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP). C, B65 protraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; white) and during bilateral hyperpolarization after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP; black). B65 protraction firing rate was significantly higher after CBI-2 priming and bilaterally hyperpolarizing both B65s decreased B65s firing rate to levels that were not significantly different from pre-priming levels (n ϭ 8). D, B4/5 retraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; white) and during bilateral hyperpolarization after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP; black). B4/5 retraction firing rate was significantly higher after CBI-2 priming and bilaterally hyperpolarizing both B65s decreased B4/5 firing rate to levels that were not significantly different from pre-priming levels (n ϭ 8). E, B8 protraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; white) and during bilateral hyperpolarization after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2 B65 HP; black). B8 protraction firing rate was significantly higher after CBI-2 priming, but bilaterally hyperpolarizing B65 did not decrease B8 firing rate to pre-priming levels (n ϭ 7). *p Ͻ 0.05, ***p Ͻ 0.001.
CBI-2 priming increases B8 excitability (Dacks et al., 2012) which could serve as an additional contributing factor to the increased B8 protraction firing rate in EN programs. Consistent with this, the number of spikes elicited from B8 during 10 s of 5 Hz B65 spiking increased post-CBI-2 priming (Fig. 7 A, B ; one-way ANOVA; F (3,9) ϭ 24.22; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 4) and the latency to the first B8 spike decreased ( Fig.  7C ; one-way ANOVA; F (3,9) ϭ 12.35; p Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 4). While CBI-2 priming caused B8 resistance to increase from 3.9 to 5.9 M⍀, CBI-2 priming did not affect the amount of leak subtracted current evoked in B8 by B65 when B8 was clamped via a single-electrode voltage clamp at either Ϫ55 mV ( Fig. 7D ; t ϭ 0.3807; df ϭ 3; p ϭ 0.7288; n ϭ 4) or Ϫ70 mV ( Fig. 7D ; t ϭ 0.484; df ϭ 3; p ϭ 0.6615; n ϭ 4). Furthermore, there was no effect of CBI-2 priming on the EPSP height evoked by B65 in B4/5 ( Fig. 7E ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,14) ϭ 0.2498; p ϭ 0.7823; n ϭ 8), suggesting that the change in the influence of B65 on B4/5 firing rate in EN-elicited motor programs is not likely due to a synaptic change. These data therefore do not suggest the involvement of synaptic plasticity, but rather suggest that the increase in B8 excitability and the increase in B65 firing rate both contribute to the increase in B8 protraction firing rate in EN programs after CBI-2 priming.
CBI-2 directly enhances B65 excitability via peptidergic modulation CBI-2 directly modulates the excitability of several neurons in the buccal ganglion and was therefore a logical candidate to enhance the activity of B65 in EN programs. We therefore tested whether CBI-2 directly affected B65 excitability. In HiDi, constant current pulses were injected into B65 to establish baseline excitability and were then interleaved with 20 s of 10 Hz CBI-2 stimulation mimicking CBI-2 activity during protraction phase. After just one train of CBI-2 stimulation, B65 excitability increased and typically recovered within 10 -15 min (Fig. 8A) . After 10 trains (as occurs in a bout of CBI-2 priming) the number of spikes elicited from B65 increased by 118% and recovered within 35 min ( Fig. 8B ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,10) ϭ 47.46; p Ͻ 0.001, n ϭ 6). Furthermore, the latency to first B65 spike decreased significantly (one-way ANOVA; F (2,10) ϭ 28.5; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 6) from 621.4 ms [Ϯ82 (SEM)] to 107.7 ms (Ϯ17) and recovered back to 674.1 ms (Ϯ151). These data suggest that CBI-2 directly enhances the excitability of B65.
CBI-2 contains the neuropeptides FCAP and CP2 (Koh et al., 2003) which generate feeding behavior in the buccal ganglion and enhance the excitability of several neurons in the feeding nervous system of Aplysia Koh et al., 2003; Koh and Friedman and Weiss, 2010) . We therefore sought to determine whether these two peptides modulated B65 excitability. At 1 M, FCAP and CP2 increased the number of spikes elicited from B65 (Fig. 9A) by ϳ60% (Fig. 9B ; one-way ANOVA; F (2,16) ϭ 83.55; n ϭ 9). Furthermore, the latency to first B65 spike decreased significantly (one-way ANOVA; F (2,16) ϭ 28.23; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 9) from 588.7 ms (Ϯ53) to 346.8 ms (Ϯ48) and recovered back to 643.0 ms (Ϯ79). To determine whether the Figure 6 . The increase in B65 activity in EN programs is sufficient to positively bias B4/5 activity, but not B8. A, Second experimental protocol for determining the contribution of B65 to the positive biasing of B4/5 and B8 in EN programs. Three EN programs are triggered with a 3 min interprogram interval (Pre-CBI-2). A single EN program is triggered in which both B65s are depolarized to spike at approximately twice the rate observed in the initial three EN programs (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP). A fourth baseline EN program is then triggered. Ten CBI-2 programs are elicited with 30 s between the beginning of retraction and the beginning of protraction. Four EN programs are then triggered with a 3 min interprogram interval (Post-CBI-2). B, Representative trace of B8, B4/5 and both B65s activity during EN programs before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2), before CBI-2 priming with both B65s depolarized (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP) and after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2). C, B65 protraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), before CBI-2 priming with both B65s depolarized (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP; white) and after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; black). B65 protraction firing rate was significantly increased after CBI-2 priming and bilaterally depolarizing both B65s pre-CBI-2 priming increased B65 firing rate to levels that were not significantly different from post-priming levels (n ϭ 6). D, B4/5 retraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), before CBI-2 priming with both B65s depolarized (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP; white) and after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; black). B4/5 retraction firing rate significantly increased in EN motor programs in which both B65s were depolarized. The firing rate of B4/5 was not significantly different from the levels achieved in EN programs after CBI-2 priming (n ϭ 6). E, B8 protraction firing rate before CBI-2 priming (Pre-CBI-2; gray), before CBI-2 priming with both B65s depolarized (Pre-CBI-2 B65 DP; white) and after CBI-2 priming (Post-CBI-2; black). B8 protraction firing rate was not significantly affected by bilateral depolarization of B65 during EN motor programs (n ϭ 6). *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001.
CBI-2-induced increase of B65 excitability affected the same cellular targets as FCAP and CP2, we performed an occlusion experiment to test whether CBI-2 could enhance B65 excitability in the presence of the two neuropeptides (Fig. 9C) . A single train of CBI-2 stimulation was able to significantly enhance the excitability of B65 ( Fig. 9D ; one-way ANOVA; F (8,32) ϭ 17.13; p Ͻ 0.001; n ϭ 5); however, in the presence of 1 M FCAP and CP2, CBI-2 stimulation did not affect B65 excitability. Furthermore, the ability of CBI-2 to enhance B65 excitability recovered after washout of the peptides (Fig. 9D) . Thus, CBI-2 increases B65 excitability and, consequently, B65 protraction firing rate in EN motor programs, likely via the actions of FCAP/CP2. Notably, the modulation of B65 by CBI-2 remains latent as B65 is not active during CBI-2 motor programs and therefore the effects of CBI-2 on B65 are not apparent unless EN programs are triggered.
Discussion
The intrinsic properties and synaptic efficacies of neuronal network elements form the basis of network states. Consequently, network states often only manifest themselves as alterations of responses to the same stimulus. In this study, we examined the mechanisms that allow one network state The CBI-2 priming-induced increase in B8 excitability enhances the response of B8 to B65 spiking. A, Representative trace of B8 activity during a 10 s 5 Hz train of B65 spiking in HiDi before (Pre-CBI-2), immediately after (Post-CBI-2) and 30 min after (Recovery) repeated CBI-2 stimulation. B, The number of spikes elicited from B8 during each B65 spike train increases after repeated CBI-2 stimulation and recovers back to baseline (n ϭ 4). C, The latency to first B8 spike during each B65 spike train decreases after repeated CBI-2 stimulation and recovers back to baseline (n ϭ 4). D, The leak-subtracted maximal current evoked by 10 s of 5 Hz B65 spiking when B8 is clamped at either Ϫ55 mV or Ϫ70 mV is unaffected by CBI-2 stimulation (n ϭ 4). E, The EPSP amplitudes (in mV) elicited by B65 in B4/5 did not differ before (pre), immediately after (post) or 15 min after (Rcv) CBI-2 priming (n ϭ 8). **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001, n.s., not significant. to promote two antagonistic outputs in response to different stimuli. Repeated stimulation of CBI-2 induces a network state that enhances both ingestive responses to subsequent CBI-2 stimulation (Proekt et al., 2004) and egestive responses to EN stimulation (Proekt et al., 2008) . We found that the enhancement of egestive responses is accomplished via modulation of B65, a neuron that belongs to the egestion-promoting module. B65 is actively suppressed during CBI-2 programs and thus the enhancement of B65 excitability by CBI-2 represents a latent modulation that remains masked until the appropriate stimulus (i.e., EN stimulation) is encountered. In this manner, a network state is established in which specific responses are enhanced without interfering with the implementation of antagonistic responses.
A growing body of work has demonstrated that the nervous system is modularly organized. Groups of neurons (called modules) that implement distinct components of a response are activated in different combinations and sequences to generate specific behaviors (Bizzi et al., 1991; Kiehn and Kjaerulff, 1998; Berkowitz, 2002a; Jing and Weiss, 2002; d'Avella et al., 2003; Jing et al., 2004; Jing and Weiss, 2005; Grillner, 2006) , affording single networks the flexibility to generate diverse outputs (Briggman and Kristan, 2008) . Often, the establishment of a network state alters the influence of one module at the expense of other antagonistic modules. For instance, in the buccal ganglion, neuron B20 (a member of the egestive module) is active across both EN and CBI-2 motor programs. Repeated EN programs enhance the efficacy of B20 in promoting egestive responses such that subsequent EN programs and CBI-2 programs are strongly egestive Proekt et al., 2004 Proekt et al., , 2007 Wu et al., 2010) , consistent with the notion that a network state enhances the module that promotes a given behavior, to the detriment of other incompatible behaviors. However, network states can promote the generation of behaviors that could interfere with each other. Sleep deprivation promotes both sleeping and feeding (Rechtschaffen et al., 2002; McDonald and Keene, 2010) , and noxious stimuli can promote both defensive behaviors and behaviors like feeding or grooming (Rowell, 1961) . These examples involve separate neural circuits, yet two features of the nervous system allow network states to promote the generation of incompatible behaviors by a single neural network. First, network states affect both behaviorspecific and independent modules, and second, the members of a module are heterogeneous.
Network states influence behavior-specific and behaviorindependent network modules
The multifunctional capacity of the nervous system often results from the activation of different network modules implementing distinct and overlapping aspects of a behavior. For instance, dif- Figure 9 . FCAP and CP2 enhance B65 excitability and occlude the effects of CBI-2 on B65 excitability. A, A 4 s constant current pulse to B65 elicits more spikes in the presence of 1 M FCAP and CP2. B, The number of spikes elicited from B65 by a 4 s constant current pulse significantly increases in 1 M FCAP and CP2 (n ϭ 9). C, Experimental protocol for the occlusion of the effects of CBI-2 on B65 excitability by FCAP and CP2. B65 baseline excitability is probed with 4 s constant current pulses to B65 separated by 1 min (Pre-CBI-2). Immediately after the fifth constant current pulse, CBI-2 is spiked at 10 Hz for 20 s. B65 excitability continues to be tested for 15 min after the single train of CBI-2 stimulation (Control). The first 5 constant current pulses to B65 after CBI-2 stimulation are used to measure the effects of CBI-2 on B65 excitability (Post-CBI-2) and the final five constant current pulses are used to measure the return of B65 excitability to baseline (Recovery). FCAP (1 M) and CP2 are superfused onto the preparation and the same experimental protocol is implemented as during the control phase with the exception that the level of current injected into B65 is first adjusted to elicit the same number of baseline spikes as the control treatment (1 M FCAPϩCP2). The peptides are then washed out and the experimental protocol from the control treatment is repeated (Wash). D, CBI-2 stimulation significantly increases B65 excitability in the control and wash phases, but does not affect B65 excitability in the presence of 1 M FCAP and CP2 (n ϭ 5). Pre ϭ Pre-CBI-2 stimulation, Post ϭ Post-CBI-2 stimulation, Rcv ϭ Recovery. ***p Ͻ 0.001, n.s., not significant. ferent sequences of activation of the motor neurons implementing knee extension and hip flexion/extension in the turtle hindlimb result in diverse behaviors (Berkowitz, 2002b (Berkowitz, , 2005 (Berkowitz, , 2010 Stein, 2010) . Modules can implement components of a behavior or control the activation of other modules, thus making the consequences of network state modulation complex. In Aplysia, CBI-2 priming affects the excitability of neurons in the protraction/retraction module (Koh et al., 2003; Koh and , egestion module (this study), and opener/ closer module (Friedman and Weiss, 2010; Dacks et al., 2012) , increasing both the strength and the relative phasing of motor output. Thus, because network states affect functionally diverse sets of modules , the consequences of network states manifest themselves across levels of organization and across behaviors.
Member neurons of network modules are heterogeneous
The consequences of network states for the output of network modules are further complicated by the heterogeneity of the individual neurons comprising a given module. Although the members of modules are assigned based on the functional consequences of their activation, they can differ in their intrinsic properties. The MNISN-1s and MN1-1b motoneurons in larval Drosophila project to overlapping sets of muscles (Choi et al., 2004 ) yet differ in their intrinsic biophysical properties (Choi et al., 2004; Worrell and Levine, 2008; Schaefer et al., 2010) , resulting in differences in their contribution to motor output (Schaefer et al., 2010) . Furthermore, members of a module can receive different inputs even if they all contribute toward the execution of the same functional output. In crabs, projection neurons coactivating gastric mill rhythms receive similar excitatory input in the commissural ganglion (Blitz et al., 2004 ), yet different inhibitory input in the stomatogastric ganglion (Beenhakker et al., 2007) . In the buccal ganglion of Aplysia, heterogeneity within the egestion module has significant consequences for the effects of network state and input stimulus on network output. Figure 10 schematizes the activity of B20 and B65 in CBI-2 and EN motor programs generated while the network is in different states, highlighting the consequences of modular heterogeneity for motor output. B20 and B65 differ in that B20 is state-specific (i.e., only modulated by EN priming), while B65 is Figure 10 . Network module heterogeneity endows the network with the flexibility needed to promote one behavior preferentially or antagonistic behaviors simultaneously. The nature of buccal motor outputs (Green) is defined by the phasing of the output neuron B8 whose activity in protraction (white bar) vs retraction (black bar) is indicative of egestive vs ingestive motor programs, respectively. Motor programs are triggered by different stimuli (Blue), specifically stimulation of the EN or interneuron CBI-2, and are codetermined by the network state (Red). In the default state (i.e., before the establishment of either the CBI-2 or EN primed state), stimulation of either CBI-2 or EN triggers a response that is intermediate, i.e., neither ingestive nor egestive. Motor output is egestive when the egestive interneuronal modules (Purple) are active. After repeated EN programs, subsequent EN responses are strongly egestive as the influence of B20 and B65 (both members of the egestive module) are enhanced. Likewise, repeated CBI-2 stimulation causes subsequent CBI-2 motor programs to be strongly ingestive. Thus, establishing a historydependent network state by repeatedly eliciting motor programs via one stimulus enhances subsequent responses to that stimulus. In the EN primed state, CBI-2 stimulation elicits egestive rather than ingestive responses, due to an increase in the efficacy of the neuron B20, which is active both in EN-and in CBI-2-elicited motor programs. This is consistent with the idea that network states promote modules that enhance the articulation of one response and interfere with the articulation of antagonistic responses. Contrary to this assumption, EN motor programs triggered in a CBI-2 primed state are actually strongly egestive. In this study, we show that this is accomplished because CBI-2 priming latently modulates the excitability of B65, thus enhancing the implementation of egestive EN programs. Yet, because B65 is not active in CBI-2 motor programs this latent modulation does not interfere with the articulation of ingestive CBI-2 motor programs. Thus, the influence of the network state on a member of a behavioral module is not realized until the appropriate stimulus is encountered. Note that B20 activity in EN programs in the CBI-2 primed state is assumed to increase as B65 provides direct excitatory input to B20. stimulus-specific (i.e., only active during EN programs). This heterogeneity allows EN priming to promote egestion during either EN (via B20 and B65) or CBI-2 motor programs (via B20), and preserves the generation of egestive EN responses after CBI-2 priming (via B65 and consequently B20). Thus, intramodular heterogeneity affords the network far more flexibility than if network modules were monolithic groups of neurons.
Interestingly, in Aplysia, up-modulation of the feeding network following activation of the locomotor network is conditionally expressed, as locomotion and feeding are implemented by separate networks. Each network is activated by different stimuli and the feeding network remains silent during activation of the locomotor network . Ingestive and egestive responses are mediated by a single network, but the modulation of these behaviors is segregated by the selective activation of B65 in EN programs. Therefore, B65 operates as if it were a member of a separate network. Thus, similar mechanisms support the enhancement of incompatible behaviors across and within neural networks.
Neuropeptides mediate the influence of network states at a variety of organizational levels Neuropeptides are used across a wide phylogenetic spectrum to modulate neural networks within a specific behavioral context. For instance, neuropeptide Y homologues act within the context of feeding in mollusks , insects (Wu et al., 2003 (Wu et al., , 2005 Root et al., 2011), nematodes (de Bono and Bargmann, 1998; Rogers et al., 2003) , and mammals (Batterham et al., 2002; Kalra and Kalra, 2004) . A single neural network can also use many neuropeptides to modulate network output in a variety of ways. For instance, more than a dozen functionally characterized neuropeptides are present in the stomatogastric ganglion (Christie et al., 2010) and many neuropeptides alter the motor output of the feeding CPG of Aplysia in a variety of physiological contexts (Furukawa et al., 2001; Morgan et al., 2002; Furukawa et al., 2003; Proekt et al., 2005; Jing et al., 2007 Jing et al., , 2010 . In the buccal ganglion of Aplysia, FCAP and CP2 affect the implementation of protraction/retraction (Koh et al., 2003; Koh and and radula opening (Friedman and Weiss, 2010) , and bias the nature of motor programs via B65 (Figs. 8, 9 ), demonstrating that neuropeptides can contribute to the establishment of network states at many levels of network organization. Furthermore, SCP release during EN priming also enhances B65 activity (Wu et al., 2010) , suggesting that distinct network states use different neuropeptides to target overlapping sets of neurons. The enhancement of egestive responses via diverse mechanisms further illustrates that the nervous system can use many different mechanisms to converge upon the same output (Prinz et al., 2004; Goaillard et al., 2009) .
From an evolutionary perspective, it is not surprising that different network states can promote a single behavior. Some behaviors have greater impact on survival than others, as illustrated by the "life-dinner" principle in which there is greater selective pressure for prey to avoid being eaten than there is for a predator to obtain a meal (Dawkins and Krebs, 1979) . In the context of this study, the benefit of rejecting an inedible or aversive food stimulus (e.g., egestion) outweighs the benefits of consuming a single meal (e.g., ingestion). Consistent with this, the efficacy of the egestive module is enhanced during the establishment of a network state in which ingestive behavior is promoted.
From this vantage, network states allow the nervous system to optimize responses to repeatedly encountered stimuli by altering the properties of neurons active across several types of responses (i.e., B20), yet also protects the ability to generate critical responses across different network states (i.e., B65). Furthermore, by affecting multiple levels of network organization, network states bias different aspects of response articulation. Network states therefore do not merely enhance the modules underlying the implementation of a given behavior, but also modules operating at different levels of network organization that are themselves comprised of individual elements active in different behaviors.
